COVID-19 Branch Safety Kits for Banks and Credit Unions

As the reopening of the economy approaches, there is an urgent need for certain modifications that will make retail banking safer for your staff and clients. In anticipation of this development, we have launched a COVID-19 Branch Safety Kit. The kit includes several items that serve as preventive or distancing tools, including our acrylic barriers for pods and teller lines, and floor decals to help with social distancing.

These safety features are custom made locally in New England for Solidus. Installation in the branch is simple, with no external personnel or modification to millwork required. The barriers are a reassuring, client-facing product (must see; physical samples are available on request). Made from quality acrylic, with a custom logo on the screen and sturdy button protection on the feet. Feet are available in four different styles in both acrylic and wood.

For More Information:
Alan DeToma
860-838-3886
Or Email:
adetoma@gosolidus.com

To Order:
Emily Williams
860-993-5316
Or Email:
ewilliams@gosolidus.com

All items are in stock with rapid availability. All products can be branded, and custom sizes are available.

- Safety Shield—ships in 5 days
- Floor decals (12” or 16” diameter)—ships in 2 days
These products are part of our upcoming COVID-19 Branch Safety Kit:

- Safety Shield (Immediately available)
- Social Distancing floor decal (Immediately available)
- Safe Environment Statement (Message banner coming soon)
- Free Standing hand sanitizing dispenser (Coming soon)
- COVID-19 Instruction signage (Coming soon)
- Antimicrobial film for ATM/ITM (Coming soon)

All your branch safety needs are important to us, and we are always available to answer any questions.

Pricing is available upon request.